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Abstract

This paper focuses on the design ad the performance eA-
uation of a new mecb -, named Dtibuted Contention
Control (DCC), for the adaptive reduction of contention
in LAN netiorks that utfie random ace- MAC prot~
cob. Sp*dy, we consider the ~EE 802.11 wirds LAN
~WAN). The proposed mechanism codd be executed on
the top of a pr~~tent access schedfig protocol, with no
additiond overhead introduced The DCC mechanism r~
quirw a simple and rough estimate of any parameter ~
to investigate, and directly connected with the amount of
contention currently stiered by the shared channel. The
main charact~ti= of the proposed mechanism are repr~
sented by its simpbcity, integrabtity, complete distribution,
absence of overheads, and adaptiven=- The adaptiven=
is given in a my automatic way, by means of a feedback ef-
fect connected to the =timated contention parameter. This
contribute to enhance the system stab%e. Sitiation ex-
periments to eduate the performance of an EEE 802.11
WLAN, with and without the DCC mechanism, have been
~ed out. Rdts confirmed the tiectiven= of the DCC
mechanism in improving the performance, stabfi~, and con-
gestion reaction of the EEE 802.11 access scheme.

1 Introduction

This paper propos= aDtibuted Contention Control (DCC)
medanism for improving the performance of the ~EE 802.11
access scheme for WiidW LANs. The ~EE 802.11 access
scheme is based on two ace= methok Dtibuted Coordi-
nation Function @CF) for ~chronous, contention-based
access= to the &md, =d Point Coordination Function
(PCF) for centr~ed, contention-free accesses.

Tt’e ~ concentrate our adysis over DCF, bemuse it is
in this =e that the congestion problems cotid arise-

The DCF method adopts a distributed, contention-based
access scheme bdonging to tie class of the CSMA/CA MAC
protocok [4,7,11]. CoWons occur when two or more users
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try to contemporary ut~:ze the resource. The contention r~
duction in acc-ing to the shared channel is obtained with
a variable tirn-spreading of the users’ acc=es. Hence, in
this system a raource wastage is caused both born colli-
sions and from the resource ide periods introduced by the
tim~spreading of the ace==. As the reduction of the ide
periods generdy producw an increase in the number of
co~lons, to mtilze the resource uti~zation the prot~
CO1shodd balance these two costs [3,8]. Since these costs
change dynamic~y, depending on the network load, it i;
evident the need for a kind of adaptiveness of such CSMA
protocok with respect to congestion variations in the system
[4,8,12]. Such an adaptive behavior is currently obtained by
means of backoff protocol?, based on the local history regard-
ing successes or cohions [12]. Specifically, each user is not
assumed to have any kind of knowledge about other users’
succ-es or coWons, or even about the number of users in
the system. Each station accesses the channel within a ran-
dom sek-defied amount of time, whose mean size depends
on the number of co~lona &eady experienced by the sta-
tion while transmitting a given frame. For th=e protocols,
when the number of users grows, or even in case of bursty
arriti, due to high colhion rates, a low r-ource utilization
is often obtained. This fact seems ~cult to avoid because
the system’s reaction to high contention conditions is based
upon co~lon happenings. Examplw of these channel dl~
cation problems arise in the context of CSMA/CD multiple
ace= protocok for LANs such as Ethernet and IEEE 802.3,
or in the ~EE 802.11 MAC protocol for WLANS [7]. Specif-
idy, it is known that for CSMA/CD MAC protocok, given
a gr=t number of users, the communication capabtity of the
network cotid co~apse [4,12].

Several authors have investigated the enhancement of the
EEE 802.11 DCF MAC protocol to increase its performance
when it is uttied in WLANS. k [5,6], via a performance
analysis, it is studied the tuning of the Standard parameters.
k [17] solutions have been proposed for a better uniform dis-
tribution of accesses, given the Binary Exponential Backoff
scheme [7, 10] adopted by the Standard.

tig to tiend backoff protocok, a great ded of work
has been done in the analysis of modek that assume the use
of more information to defie the access schedu~ng [9,13,16].
Some modek try to approtiate the knowledge about the
number of users involved in the accesses by means of the
analysis of the past history of the system. Examples of such
works regarding the ~EE 802.11 DCF MAC protocol r~
lat- to the attempt to make the reduction of contention
adaptive and optimal by investigating the number of users
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in the system [1,3]. It is w~orthobserving how this investiga-
tion cotid restit mTensiv~ ~dt to obtain and subject
to some ~aguenw, wpeci~y in high contention situations.

Starting from thwe considerations, we propose a new
contention-reduction mechanism, named DCC, simply based
on a rough ~tirnate of the contention level. Our mechanism
is adaptive to the contention Ievd of the system, qloik
ing the proposed contention Ievd ~irnate Hence, the con-
tention reaction performed doe not nec=~y depend on
col~iions, but contribntm to prevent cotions’ occurrence.
Moreover, the reduction of contention can be tieved t~
gether with the introduction of distributed priorities, zero
cost ad simple distributed management. This opportu-
nity constitutes a step towards the obtainment of queue
emptying-~ie protocob, which contribute to a greater sta-
bti~ 112], Wo avoiding the risk that a s-mgle user dom-
inat= the resource. Then, it resdts possible to adopt a
contention-based access scheme, without worring about the
eventutity of a congested system to arise, and then taking
fi~ advantage from it. With more gen~~, by means of
the DCC mechanism implemented on top, it rdts possi-
ble to -%end even a simple l-persistent schedfig protocol,
whatever the backoff tiction adopted, obtaining a pow~
adaptive contention control in the accesses to the channd.

The work is orgaized as fo~ows: in Section 2 we give a
characterization of the system EEE 802.11 considered, and
we describe some congestion reaction probl~ in Section
3 we discuss the implementation of our mechm in Sec-
tion 4 we study the stabtity aspects of the system obtaine~
in Section 5 we present sirmdation rdts of the proposed
mechanism, implemented on top the EEE 802.11 protoco}
in Section 6 conclusions and &ture rwearch~ are given.

2 lEEE S02.11 Standard DCF for Wreless MNs

For the dettied aTlanation of the ~EE 802.11 Standard,
and in partitiaz of the 802.11 Standmd DCF, we addr~
interwted readers to [5,6,7,14].

The 802.11 DCF is based on a CSMA/CA MAC protocol
which requires evq station to perform a Carrier Sensing ac-
tivi@ to determine the current state of the channd (ide or
busy), and to e~duate the opportuni~ to start a ~
sion without interfering with any other on go”mg ~
sion. H the medium is found to be busy, the station defers
keeping to htm the chmd, untfl it becomes ide for at
least a Distributed bt~ame Space time inth (DES),
then the station starts its Basic Access mech- Obvi-
ously, to avoid cohons as soon as an ide DES is sensed
on the chmd, a Co~ion Avoidance mechanism is needed.
The CoW1on Avoidace mechanism adopted in the 802.11
Standard is based on a Binary Wmonentid Backoff scheme,
associated with a slottization of time during which acc~es
are flowed. The objectives of the backoff scheme are a &
tribution the most uniform as possible of schedded t~
mission attempts over a tiable sized time window, and a
titation of the mem access dday. The Binary ~onen-
tird Bdoff scheme is implemented by h station by means
of a parameter, named B@off Counter, which maintains
the number of empty slots the tagged station must observe
on the channd before performing its O= ~ - ‘on at-
tempt. At the time a tagged station needs to sdedde a new
tr~on, it sdects a partitiar slot among those of its
Contmtion Ivmdow, whose size is maintained in a Iod pa-
rameter CWSi& Sp~dy, the Backoff tiue is defined
by the foflowing mTr~on [7]:

Ba&off-Counter(CWSize) = int(Rndo * CWSize)

where ~do is a function which returns pseud~random
numbers uniformly d~tributed in [0..1]. The Backoff-Counter
is decreased as long as a slot time is sensed as ide, it is frozen
when a transmtilon is detected, and reactivated after the
channel is sensed as ide for at least a further DIFS. As soon
as the Backoff Counter reach~ the due Zero the station
transmits its own frame.

E the transmission generates a collisionl, it results op
portune to double the CW~ize parameter for the new schedul-
ing of the retransmission attempt, in order to obt tin a fur-
ther reduction of contention.

The Binary E~onentid Backoff is then characterized by
means of the qression which gives the dependency of the
CW~ize parameter by the number of unsuccessful trans-
tilon attempts (NumAtt) tieady performed for a given
frame. ti [7] it is defied that the first transmission at-
tempt of a given frame is to be performed with CWsize
equal to the minimum tiue CWSizeain (assuming low
contention). After each unsuccessful (retransmission of the
same frame, the station doubles CW3ize until it reaches the
mfid due fied by the standard, i.e. CW3izeMAX,
as fouow.

CWSize(Num4tt) =
min(CW2izeXfl, CWSizemin * 2N”mJtt-1 )

The increasing of the CWAize, on behalf of every station
whose transtilon attempt restited in a coll~lon, is the
reaction that the 802.11 Standard DCF provides to react to
a cong=tion condition, and to make the access mechanism
adaptive to channel conditions.

2.1 Congestion reaction analy~s

Analyzing the behavior of the 802.11 DCF mechanism, some
problems cotid be identified. Figure 2 shows simulation
data regarding the channel utilization of a Standard 802.11
system running in DCF mode, with respect to the contention
level, i.e. the number of active stations with continuous
transtilon requirements. The parameters adopted in the
simtiation are presented in Table 1 of Section 5. The results
show how the channel utfization is negatively influenced by
the contention level growth.

FoUowing the 802.11 Standard indications, a station s-
lects the initial size of the Contention Window for a frame
trans~lon by ~uming a low level of congestion in the
system, because this avoids a great ace- delay when the -
load is fight. This represents a problem in bursty arrivrd
scenarios, ad in cong~ted systems, because it introduces
a concentration of accesses in a reduced time window, and
hence it causes a high co~lon probability. The reaction
in high congestion conditions is performed by each station
ody on the basis of the qerienced collisions in previous
~ccwti attempts for each given frame. Every station
performs its attempts bkdy, with a late collision reaction
performed (increasing CW~ize), but with the need for suc-
c=ve retranstilon attempts, leading to a further worsen-
ing of the congestion. Moreover, in wireless channels, Col-
Wlon Detection (CD) resdts not easy to implement, and
each cohion impfies a cost proportional to the mtimum
size among those of the co~ding fiarnes.

1A colhsion is asumed whenever the A& from the receiver is miss-
ing [7]
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Figure 2 Channd utfiation of Standard 802.11 DCF

The information used in the 802.11 Standard has two
negative ~p~ it costs a coKlon for each successive ap
protiation towards a greater levd of significance, and it
does not provide an accurate indication of the actual con-
tention Ievd, due to stochastic tiabti~ in the slot sdection2,
and due to the initi~y tited number of transrmss- ion at-
tempts perforrne~

For the reasons qlained above, we studied the possibd-
ity to obtain early and meanin@ information concerning
the actual state of congestion of the channd. Our id- in-
volves an wtimate of the channd’s cong=tion levd that is
given by the utiation rate (Slot Uttiation) of the slots ob
served on the channd by each station with a frame schedded
for tr~ on. It is simple to re~e that the Slot Uti-
tiation cotid assume the role of an early Contention Levd
indication.

2.2 The Slot Utilization -“mate

The Slot Utfiation wtimate we propose to utfie is simp-
le and with zero costs and overheads. N the information
needed are Aeady atiable in an 802.11 station and no
additiond hardware is required. The wtimate of the Slot
UtWation has to be maintained and updated by each sta-
tion, during the defer phase that precedw a ti - ‘on

attempt, Ao indicated as Backoff interval. For the use we
considered to make with, the Slot Utilization =timate in
the proposed DCC mechanism has to satisfy only two con-
ditions:

●

●

Au= included in [0..1]: the Zero tiue should indicate
that no slots observed in the Backoff interti resulted
as busy, w~e the tiue One should indicate that every
observed slot resdted as busfi

intermediate duw should be distributed in the [0..1]
intefi, proportional to the contention level, and in-
dicate the rate of busy slots compared to the total
number of slots observed.

2CoIEsions could ocmr e~,a with few stitions, so the contation
indi=tion obtined could be o~.er=timated
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The 802.11 Standard mechanism assumes that every sta-
tion is able to perform a Carrier Sensing activity such that
the evolution of the state of the channel is known to each sta-
tion, see Figure 3. This meansthatit ~ possibleto obt~n a
Slot Uttiation estimate following our =umptions. Specif-
ic~y, every station during its Backoff period, counts the
number of transtilon attempts it observes on the channel
(NumSusy310ts), and then divides th~ number for the ini-
tial due of its Backoff Counter (Klt=ackoff), which dso
repr-ents the number of slots available for transmission,
observed on the channel. Hence, a simple and intuitive def-
inition of the Slot Utfiation estimate is @ven by:

Slot-Utilization =
NumBusyBlots

Init3ackoff ‘

It is interwting to observe that the Slot Utilization consti-
tute a lower bound to the effective number of stations that
have tried to access the channel during the last observed
Backoff inteti. This implies that if the due of the Slot
Uttiation is high fi.e. near to One), we obsemed, dmhg
the last backoff intti, a high level of contention on the
channd. As we can assume a time loc~lty of contention,
such an information is si~cant about the status of the
channel in immediately succ-ive slots. We cannot say the
opposite, that is, if the due of Slot Utilization is low, then
we are detig with a low level of congwtion, because of

3. Anyway, this fact isstochastic variabfity in slot selection
statisticdly true in most cases. The reactions that the pr~
posed mechanism for congestion control redizs, are based
on the above considerations. The Slot Utilization estimate
is an useti indicator of the state of the channel and it guar-
antem that the DCC mechanism activates only when a red
cong=tion condition occurs. So, the stoch=tic variability of
the Slot Uttiation wtimate can only attenuate the mech-
anism’s effects, and never amp~i them in cases where no
congwtion occurs. Ths is an improvement with respect to
the eartier mechanism, because no overheads are introduced
in low load cmes. The Slot Ut~lzation estimate constitutes
the reference that every station in the system will utifize to
eduate the kind of reaction to the level of congestion in the
channel.

To summarize, the positive aspects of the Slot Utiliza-
tion estimate are it constitute a contention indication be
fore the XC- (without the need to e~erience col~iions),
it is completely distributed, it provides a signticant indica-
tion of the actual contention level, and it is obtained with
no costs and overheads introduced. Furthermore, it is ob-
tainable with a ti integration with the standard.

‘~ stid before, the Slot-Utilization is only a lower bound of the
contention level, in fact a busy slot obsemed could have been selected
for trmm-=ion by an =Klt= number of colhding stations
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Fignre 3: A sample of the channel state observed by each station.

The use of the Slot Utfiation -timate pr=ents some
problems, due to the possible zero assignment for the Back-
off Counter, in the 802.11 Standard. A station which ob
tains a zero ~due in the schedtig dtition is authorized
to perform its tr~rnission attempts irmnediatdy after the
first ide D~S intmd it senses on the charred. This im-
pfies that such a station fi perform m access to the chan-
nd without obtaining my information about the congestion
]evd of the channd Another problem is given with r~pect
to the Slot Utfiation definition. k particuktr, given some
stations with initial Backoff equal to zero, it restits possible
to obtain ~dues of Slot Utiation greater than one, because
the number of ~ ‘on attempts a station can observe
during its Backoff intd it is no longer upper bounded by
the titid BackoE ~due. So we motied the Slot utfiation
stirnate, as

Slot-Utilization =
NumBwy310tsAf terldle-One

InitBa&of f

where NumSnsy~lotsAfter~de-One represents the numb-
er of busy slots bdonging to the Backoff intd of the
givm station, and fo~owing at least one i~e Slot. This siru-
ply means that we don’t consider at ~ stations with titid
Backo% equal to zero, in the Slot Utfiation estimate. As
the number of stations with titid Backoff equal to zero
is a smti percentage of the number of active stations, the
proposed mechanism rtits in any c=e tiective.

3 The DCC mechanism

b this section we introduce a new parameter, Iod to each
station, which constitut~ the core of the proposed mech-
anism. It &ows to rtie a faltering of acc~ indications
be~een the standard acc~ scheme adopted by the system,
and the physid layer, as shown in Figure 1. We start from
the consideration that each station shotid etiuate its op
portunity to perform or to defer the schedtied ~ - ion
attempt. This decision is based on the information obtained
before to try a bbd tr-mission attempt, according to the
standard. h few words, the ody reasonable behavior of
a station that knows there are few possibtities for a suc-
c~ti transmission, is to defer its tr~ on attempt.
For this r-on, according to our mechanism, each station
shodd base its t~ on attempt on the due of a new
parameter named Probabfity of Transtilon. The due
of this parameter is dependent both on the contention level
of the channd, and on the number of unsucca -
mission attempts Weady performed by the station- The
latter parameter is used in our mechanism as an indicator
of the dpamic priority achieved by a station. The lowest
priori~ is given to stations performing the first tmnmuss- ion
attempt for a given fimne, wtie the priority Ievd &early
incr~~ with the number of coKons ~erienced. The
reduction of contention is then obtained on a statistid ba-
S“K,because d station, after the Slot Utfiation estimate,
comput= the Probabtity of ~~ - ion tiue, and adopts

it to eduate its opportunity to perform a true access to
the shared channel. E the station decides to defer the trans-
tilon, it rwchedules a new attempt, as in the case of a
co~lon occurred (Figure 1). The probability to defer an
access shotid obviously increase with the decrease of the
users priority. Hence, th~ mechanism realizes the expected
dective reduction of contention, facihtatw the accesses by
high priority stations, and provid~ a low probability of colli- .’

sion, with rapect to the standard. This fact allows a greater ..”
drain by older transmission requests, and could introduce a ,-
progressive reduction of stations waiting for transmission, ,.

leading to a lower probability of col~sion, then to a lower
..

,,.
mean access delay.

Now we present a heuristic expression to etiuate the ,,
Probabfity of Transmission (P-T) adopted in the proposed !“
mechanism. To control a congested system, it results oppor- .“
tune to reduce the number of acc~es, independently by the :,L:
priority level of each user. This can be easily obtained with ,.
a defition of the Probabihty of Transmission (P-T) param-
eter which depends from the =timate of the Slot-Utilization

:!

m

PT(Slot-Utilizatim) = (1 – Slot-Utilization) .
,.

The Slot-Utfiation parameter, whose dues are in [0..1]
by dtition, is interpreted here as the inhibition power of
the mechanism on the acc~sm, depending on the contention
level it represents. However, we can observe that such a def-

,’

inition wotid conduce the system to fluctuate between two ..

statm, with Slot Utfiation zero and one, i.e. with no uti-
bation of the channel. H the Slot-Utilization is high, then ,.

every user wotid obtain a low P_T due, implying a future
,,-.

low Slot_Utfiation. This will cause every user to obtain a
high P_T due, and again a future high Slot-U~ilization. To

...-,,

avoid this h- fluctuating behavior, the given definition .:

is now extended introducing a second parameter connected
with the priority level reached by the stations, i.e. the num- ,.

ber of attempts akeady performed (NumAtt):
.’

PT(Slot-Utilization, NumAtt) = >-.
(1 – Slot-UtilizationN”m&tt)

The dect of the NumAtt parameter represents then a re
duction of the inhibition power of the mechanism, for users. ..

with higher right of access (i.e. higher dues of NumAtt), ,.

stfi maintaining the general tiect to reduce the accesses to
the network = a function of the Slot-Utilization. Note dso
that the mech~m’s dect is entrusted to the effect of a
probabfi~ tiue and not to a threshold value. A thrwhold
due wotid be Iws smoothed and could introduce the risk

&

of fluctuations. To understand what we obtain, we can ob
serve the Figure 4. k this figure are shown the Probablhty ,-

of ~anstilon curves for users with ~erent numbers of
attempts performed, and with respect to the Slot-Utilization

1-

~u= wtimated. Assuming a Slot-Uti~iation near to zero,
we can observe how each station, independently by its num-
ber of attempts performed, obtains a Probability of Trans-
mission near to one. This means that the proposed meek- . ,.
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Figure 5 System’s stabii~

anism has no effect on the system, and h user performs
its acc~es just Me in the standard acc~ scheme, with-
out any contention control. This point is si~cant con-
sidering our target of absmce of overhd introduced in
low load cases. The ~erence betieen users with Mer-
ent lev& of pnori~ connected to the NumAtt parameter
becom~ dear when the Slot_Utfiation grows. Assuming a
Slot-Ufiation na to one, &g. 0.8, we see how a station
with a high NumAtt due obtains a Probabii@ of Tru
-Ion grmter than others. It is simple to verify how the
priority order rdationship connected to the lod parameter
NumAtt maintains its intiance w~e it is mapped on the
priority order rdationship connected to the Probability of
~ansmission parameter. This is @ly what we qected
to obtain to r- a reduction of contention based upon a
priority principle, and tited to congested systems. Note
that this medanism is completdy distributed, and each sta-
tion does not have to worry about the NumAtt dues ob
tained by other users. It is immediate to verify&o that the
Slot-Utiation of the system, under this mechanism, never
r-es the due one h this case the inhibition mechanism
wotid perform asymptotidy, by reducing the Probabtity

of Transtilon for each user, see figure 4. This dso means
that we cotid obtain as asymptotic limit for the resource
utfiation a given bed tit, by means of the opportune
detition of the ~ression for the Probability of Transrois-
sion (P_T).

The system behavior is then governed by the Probabil-
ity of Transmission tiues, and the fastest reactions to varia-
tions in the Slot Ut~iation wtimate are given for the highest
priority stations. This fact means that in each case, statisti-
cdy, the channel is uti~ied by the stations with the highest
priority level in the system. Note that the deferring of the
transtilon attempts by low priority users is interpreted
as a coltion happening. Thus, it results in an increase of
their priority level (by increasing NumAtt), and hence it
maint sins a gap with respect to newer access requirements.

On the basis of the Basic Access Mechanism of the Stan-
dard 802.11 DCF, we simply need to insert a new condition
before the access indication reaches the hardware. The d-
gorithrn adopted by each station becomes the following:

. . .
if (the schedfied slot for trasrnission is reached)

then cddate the Slot Utilization estimate
evaluate the Probability of Trmsrnission,

P_T(Slot_Utilization, Hm-Att)
if bdo < P_T()

then {trmsrnit h the schedded slot}
else {defer}

if (the station defened) or (a collision occmed) then
Schedde a new retr-rnission follouing

st md=d tidicat ions.

It has to be noted how this algorithm can be wecuted on
top of the standard basic access method, because it interferes
ordy when a station performs an access to the channel (Fig.
1). ~o, It has to be noted how it is possible now to ob-
tain the indication about the channel congestion status, and
then about the opportunity to double the CW~ize param~
ter, without necessfiy performing a bfind access with high
co~lon risk. This dews to tune the CWAize parameter
even equal to CW3izeXAX, but without performing any
SCC- to the channel, and so without contributing to col-
Mlons’ generation. Moreover, this behavior is particularly
dsirable considering the possibihty of bursty transmission
requirements in the system.

To sum up, we rtied the abstraction of a distributed
statistical access authorization mechanism, based upon a
priority principle, and devoted to obtain a reduction of con-
tention, when it is needed. Our mechanism wishes to lead
to a capture of the resource by those users with the high-
% priori~. The mechanism is dso adaptive by means of
a feedback effect connected to the Slot-Utilization estimate,
ad it re~es an automatic tuning of the system behavior,
without overheads introduced, and with optimal stability
characteristic, as we can see in n~ section.

The station priority level, depends in our mechanism on
the vrdue of the NumAtt parameter. A good management
of such a parameter is thus necessary. To th~ end it is impor-
tant to accurately defie how a station’s priority increwes.
Sirmdation studies have indicated that a fast increment of
NumAtt impfi~ a fast flattening in the priority mechanism.
To maintain the dectiveness of the priority mechanism, it is
usfi to delay the priority effect of the NumAtt parameter
at least after the CW3ize reaches the CWAize~AX due,
md ordy after each true attempt is performed. Wltidly, ev-
ery deferring in the transmission attempt, based upon the
Slot Utfiation estimate, has to be connected only to the
increasing of the CWsize parameter. Once the CWSize
reached the m~um due, and the transmission is still on
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going, then each unsucc- -mission attempt impfies
the increment of the priority levd connected to NumAtt.
N’o increment of NumAtt is given when a station decidw to
defer a trmtilon attempt, for the previous reason.

It is *O interesting to note that it is possible to ex-
tend our priority mechanism by introducing sevd class=
of trtic in the network, without negotiations required- This
-%ension cotid be rtied with a Ettle change in the Pro&
abtity of ~anstilon dtition, simply adding a Iod pa-
rameter Priority Levd (Prior-v), with tiues greater or
equal to 1 (defatit = 1):

PT(Slot_Utilization, NumAtt, PriorLev) =
(1– Slot_Utilizationp”iO”Le”.NUrnJtt)

The dect of the PriorLev parameter introduced is to pre
tide a fast increment in the priority of the station, with
respect to the numb= of ~ “ “on attempts performed.
Simtiation studies of such a mechanism have shown its ef-
fectiven~.

4 Statifity of tie system

k this section we an~e, born a stabti~ standpoint, a
system constituted by a set of peer stations with contin-
uous transfilon requirement, implementing our conge
tion control mechanism. Our study is based on some basic
principles of Eqtibriurn Point Analysis (EPA) [15]. The
study focuses upon the obsmation of the S1ot_Utfiation
of the channd, because it rdts the main -able which
tiuences and indicates the system behavior. Our stabd-
ity analysis is based on the andytid expression of the fu-
ture Slot_Uti&ation that @ be generated on the chmel
(S-TJ,rend) as a function of the actual S1ot_Utfiation Ievd
(S-U.=*), -d of the system’s offered lo~ To perform this
study, we consider a set of Lf peer stations with continuous
transmission requirements. \%Tedtie an equivakmce rda-
tiomtip (s) between stations such thati

stationA G statiod @
stationA.NumAtt = statioti.NumAtt

and we assume theze are H classes of equidence. This par-
tition gives the tibution of stations among classes related
with variable lev~ of the right to tr~ ‘t. Assuming that,
at a given time, each %ation knows the actnd SD==t due
of the chmd, tith less or no distortion, we can argue the
irnmediatdy induced s-u~r=nd(S~a.t) level on the channd.
This is done by ddating the probabfity of at least one
transmission in the immediatdy successive slot on the chan-
nd. So, let Jf be the cardin~~ of the set of stations, and
let H be the number of class= rdated to the number of
transtilon attempts ~eady performed. We can dfie a
vector ~ sud that h, i E 11..~, represents the number of
stations trying to perform their i-th tr~ ‘on attempt
at the given time, and ~~1 L- = Jf. We can *O dehe
a vector ~, such that ~i, i c [1..~, mainth the Con-
tention Window size of a station bdonging to class i, i.e.

Given NumAtt the number of ~ - ion attempts per-
formed, and S-U.=: the Slot Ufiation estimate obtained,
the probabti~ for a given sbtion to access the successive
dot,

say P..=~e=~(S-Uact, Num4tt), is the product of the fol-
lowing probabilitiw:
P==l(NumAtt) = l/tiN.~fitt = probability to select a
given slot among those belonging to the station’s Contention
Window, and
PY(S_U..:, NumAtt) = (1 – S-U..tN”rn~tt) = probabil-
ity of transmission in a given slot.
The obtained expression for P...t(StUS-U.ct, NumAtt) is:

.==mez*(s_u.et,NumAtt) =P
P2(S-U..t, NtimAtt) * P..z (NumAtt)

So, we obtain the probability of at least one transmission
atiempt in the n& slot internal, i.e. the S-ut,e.d(s-u.et)
expr~ion for the whole system, like

s-~trend(s-~cct) = (1–~~=1 (1–paccae=t (s-~cct, ~))hi )

Now assuming that one or more equilibrium points exists
for the system behavior, from the Slot Utilization point of
view, and trying to investigate them, we impose the actual
level of Slot Uti~iation be equal to the future level, i.e.:

S-utrend (S-uact) = S-uact .

The number of possible dues of S-U..t satis~lng the given
condition, gives *O the indication of the number of possible
eqtilbrium points of the system. We want to analyze their
number and their characteristics, in order to etiuate every
possible evolution of the system. Our results are obtained by
plotting the points satis~g the equilibrium condition, i.e.
the points of intersection between the line representing the
system’s trend of the Slot Utilization level tid the load line
representing the actual Slot Utilization level on the channel.

The Figure 5 shows a set of ~erent decreasing lines
which represent the dues of S-utrend () in function of S-u=ct
on the channel. Each line should refer to a system with a
spectied number of stations M, while H and the distribution
of stations over H classes are specficdly defied as H = 10
and the M stations equdy distributed over the H classes.
The straight ke S-Utr,”do = S_U..~ represents graphically
the eqtibrium condition. Thus, given the actual S-U.ct
Aue on the channel, the interpretation of the state of a
given system is the following

● if the corresponding due of S-ut.=.d (S-u.=t) iS over
the due of S-U..t (i.e. over the straight fine), then
the expected Slot Utilization in the near future will
grow, and the system W be pushed to work towards
the S-U..t tiue corresponding to the point of inter-
section between the ~ies.

. if the due of s-ut,end (S-Ua.t) is under the due of
S-U..t (i.e. under the straight tine), then the expected
Slot Utfiation in the near future will decrease, and
again the system W be pushed to work towards the
S_U..t due corresponding to the point of intersection
between the ~ies.

We can observe how, for each given system, and un-
der the Slot Utfiation point of view, there is only a sin-
gle stable eqfibrium point of the system. This fact has
been proved by demonstrating that, for each system consid-
ered, the S_Ufrend(S-u=.t) expression is decreasing mon~
tonic, and so there is a single point of intersection with the
be representing the equtibrium condition. This point con-
stitutes the level of Slot UtiEzation that the system would
produce in the near future. Note that what we have to con-—.
slder is not the due itself, which depends on the evolution
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of the system, and codd change in time, but the fact that,
in every condition, ody a single eqfibrium point is present-
This single eqdibrium point, gives good indications about
the congestion reaction and control of the system. It assures
that there is no possib-tity for the system behavior to be de
ceived by bad or uselw convergence points. k partidar,
it has to be noted that a ]evd of Slot Utfiation near to one
is det-ed in greater measure by high priority stations
(i.e. by their accesses), which *O obtain a lower levd of
contention due to the probabfity of transmission tiuence.

5 5imulation results

Now we present a set of r~ts, obttied via discrete event
s-mdation, we derived to analyze the system’s behavior un-
der the Standard S02.11 DCF and under the same Standard
with the proposed DCC mechanism on top. To perform*
s.mtiation, it has been devdoped a simtiation modd for the
Research Queueing Package Version 3 (~SQ) Simtiation
tool. The physical parameters of the system investigated
have been taken by Eterature [1,3,6], and are specfied in
Table 1. h our s-mtiation qeriments the number of dive
stations changes from 4 to 512, in order to repr=ent ~erent
lev~ of congstion. It has to be intended as the number of
active stations, with continuous tr~ on requirements.
Each time a station performs a succd tr~on, it
resets the mechanism and immediatdy rescheddes a new
tr-tilon. h our work we don’t consider the ~dden
Termin* problem [4,5,7,17], and we assume that the ody
cause of co~ion be~een two or more transmissions is given
by their common slot selection. By means of this ~P
tion we focus our attention to the problem of the reduction
of the Probabfi@ of CoMlon, and so we - study the MAC
protocol b&avior strictly about the congwtion control and
congestion reactions point of view. =ts presented in this
work have been obtained with a constant tie size. On g~
ing studies with a variable fiae size co- and strengthen
the restits presented in this paper. N data plotted show
their cotidence intd with a cofidence levd of 95%.

5.1 Number of collisions for each successful transmission

The M etiuated parameter of the system is given by the
mean number of co~ons tiered for each given frame b-
fore a successfl transmission attempt. This observation
gives a meanin~ indication of the improvement in the
probabtity of co~on. As she-in Figure 6, the proposed
DCC Mechanism dews a significant reduction in the num-
ber of co~lons. This reduction ticreases as the contention
]evd incr-s, as wd. Iforeover, it has to be noted how
the congestion reaction of the proposed mechanism main-
tains its hear functionti~ even if the number of stations
in the system =ceeds the reaction capabti@ of the Binary
~Tonentird Backoff mechanism , i.~ the number of stations
=ceeds ~V~izdI=. On the contrq, when the number
of stations becomes greater than ~VSieM~ (256), it is
possible to observe a knee of the investigated parameter in
the Standard system.

5.2 Mean Access Delay

The Figure 7 shows the Mean Ace- Delay in a system
with ~erent lev~ of congestion. It is simple to verify how
the proposed mechanism si~cantly improves this p&or-
mance inda, with r=pect to Standard dues. It h= *O
to be noted that no overhead is titroduced, @.e the mean

ti-d-titi-T-1s, f

Fl~e 6: CoMlons vs successti transmtilons rate.

Figure 7 Mean Access Delay

ace- delay does not increase) even in cases with few sta-
tione (Figure 8). This fact is redly important, because it
CO- Qur tit intuition about the possiblfity to reduce
the M- Access Delay of the system by introducing a d+
lay in the transtilon attempts to be performed, when the
contention level is high. Even if this seems a contradiction,
it r~tits meti, because of the double combination between
reduction of the contention obtained, and priority mecha-
nism which forces a queu~emptying behavior. Anyway,the
greatad~tage of the mechanism remains the reduction of
contention obt~ed.

The fi~e 9 shows the effectiveness of the priority mech-
anism, in terms of the Mean Access Delay obtained by three
identicd sets of stations with different self-determined tr-c
priority Ievek (PriorLev = 1,2,3).

5.3 99-th percentile of Access Delay

A further meanin~ parameter to be investigated regarding
the access delay is the 99-th percentile of Access Delay for
each station in the system (Figure 10). This parameter con-
k the gener~ed reduction in the access delay, assuring
that the priority mechanism connected to the number of at-
tempts performed restits effective. This dow us to =clude
that the reduction in the Mean Access Delay parameter was
obtained ody by means of a worsening in the access delay
on behti of a subset of urducky stations. This is dso a
good indication about the reduction in the risk of starva-
tion achieved with the given congestion control mechanism.
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hW~ OF~A~ONS w~~ 4..512 CW_Size_min 8 Slots
~annel Wte 2 mls CW_Size_W 256 Slots

FramePayload (CON~~ 1024 B Ack size 30 B
Hinder size 34 B Slot Time 20 pSec

SIFS 20 pSec DIFS 50 ~Sec

Table 1: Sirntiation parameters for the considered system

Figure 8 Mean Access Dday (zoomed)

Figure 9: Mean access dday with Priority lev&

5.4 Channel utilization

Another important indication about the =ectiven- of the
proposed mech~m in the reduction of contention intr~
duced in congested systems is given by the channd utfia-
tion levd (Figure 11). It has to be noted the great im-
provement obttied b congested systems, and the absence
of overheads (intmded as reduction of the adable channel
bandwidth) introduced when there are few active stations.
Three obs-tions are si@-t in terms of congestion pr~
vention ~d reco~-cry, considered the greater posibtity to
keep moving the sy~ern, with respect to the standard d&-
nition.

5.5 DCC behavior with bum am”vals

Figures 12 ~d 13 show the analysis of the system behavior
whm the congestion level drastidy chag~. Spetidy,
in Figure 12, we considered a system with 128 stdy-state

/l/

Figure 10: 99-th percentile of Access Delay

“~

Flgnre 11: Channel Utfization

=tive stations with continuos transmission requirements.
At a given time instant (after about 6 seconds on the figure)
additiond 128 stations become active, each one with a sin-
gle frame to transmit. h our qeriments we measured the
time the system t&a to satisfy d the burst constituted
by the 128 additiond transmission requirements. In Fig-
ure 13 we report the same ~eriment’s results considering
an initidy empty system, and a burst of 256 transmission
requirements.

k both scenarios, the system which adopts the DCC
Mechanism refi~ a better and faster congestion reaction,
with r~pect to the standard system. This indicates a greater
capabltity to contrast the congestion growth, and so a bet-
ter congmtion prevention. Note that the greater velocity
in satisfying the trmmMlon requirements is mainly due
to the greater channel utilization obtained. Note *O the
ahnost complete absence of tail in the DCC mechanism’s
curve (Figure 12), which demonstrates again the effective
ness of the priority mechanism introduced, based upon the
NnrnAtt parameter, and then the achieved queu~emptying
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behatior.

Figure 12:128 bursty arriwds (congested system)
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Figure 13256 bursty arri~ (empty system)

6 Conclusions and Future Researches

The proposed DCC mechanismr~ts very effective in terms
of contention control, cong~tion avoidance and cong~tion
recovery, and it is completdy distributed. It is able to in-
dividuate a cong~ion condition and it behavw in a my
adaptive way, leading to a system’s behavior characterized
by high stabti@, and with no overheads introduced even in
low contention conditions. The analysis of the system under
the proposed DCC mechanism shows the absence of harm-
M fluctuations, either during or after the ttient phas~.
N’o further hardware, communication, power consumption
or si~cant time is required with respect to the Standard
requirements. The DCC mechanism can be used on top
the 802.11 Standard DCF, with no si~cant motivations
required, and moreover it dews to rtie a better Con-
tention Wiidow sizing for the implemented Binary -G
nentid Backoff mechanism, with l= or no impact on col-
~iion generation. Among the advantagw of the proposed
mechanism, we ~ observe an improvement in the channd
utbation, m- access dday and 9%th percentile of acc~
dday. Furthermore, our me&anism ~arantew a better re
spome of the system to transient changes in the contention
levdj and it reduc~ the risk of starvation. Thse tivantages
increase with the increase in the system’s congestion level.
It *O r~dts possible tb introduce a distributed priority
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mechanism, simple and effective, which allows each station
to se~-determine its priority level without negotiations.

We are now investigating the evolution of the DCC mech-
anism to capture the relationship between the trtic charac-
teristics (mainly the average m-age length) and the m~-
imum channel ut~lzation level [2]. This evolution is based
both on an andyticd study of the MAC protocol capacity
stiar to the one proposed in [3], and on a low cost esti-
mate of the size of the transmitted frames. Future research
on DCC mechanism til include the adoption of smooth-
ing functions to estimate the Slot UtiEzation, the design of
~erent sched~lng functions, and the exploitation of the
priority level mechtim for RTS/CTS packets [7], in order
to pritiege their transmixion.

It is worth noting that the fiectiven= of DCC could
be exploited in other contetis of distributed systems involv-
ing resource sharing, provided that they adopt some kind of
random access control, and that it is possible to obtain some
indications about the cent ention level of resource accesses.
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